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Abstract 

 

In this paper, A high speed and area-efficient merged multiply Accumulate (MAC) Units is proposed in this work. To realize 
the area-efficient and high speed MAC unit proposed in this work, first we examine the critical delays and hardware 
complexities of conventional MAC architectures to derive at a unit with low critical delay and low hardware complexity. The 
new architecture is based on combination of multiplication with accumulation and devising a hybrid type of carry save adder 
(CSA), for improved the performance. This can be implementing by using Radix-4 booth encoder. Power dissipation is 
acknowledged as a critical parameter in modern VLSI field. Reducing the overall area is achieved by the full utilization of the 
compressors instead of putting zeros in free inputs. Increasing the speed of operation is achieved by avoid using the modified 
compressor in the critical path. Feeding the bits of the accumulated operand into the summation tree before the final adder 
helps to increase the speed too. The proposed MAC unit and the previous merged. MAC unit are mapped on a Field 
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) chip, in order to compare between them. The simulation result shows that the proposed 
system for 8-bit, 16-bit, and 32-bit MAC unit reduces area by 6.25%, 3.2 %, and 2.5% and increases the speed by 14%, 16%, and 
19% respectively. 
Keywords:- Booth encoder, Radix-2 Booth Encoding multiplier, Radix-4 Booth Encoding multiplier, digital 
arithmetic,    low power. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Multipliers are used in many different places in VLSI design. It is the non-memory sub-block with the largest size and 
delay that has a big impact on the cycle time. Multipliers are also very important and frequently used in Digital Signal 
Processing applications to run complex high speed calculations. [1] Booth multiplication is used greatly to increase the 
speed of the multiplier by encoding the numbers that are multiplied. This is a standard technique used in chip design 
and provides significant improvements over the long multiplication technique. In order to improve the speed of the 
MAC unit, there are two major bottlenecks that need to be considered. The first One is the partial products reduction 
network that is used in the multiplication block and the second one is the accumulator. Both of these stages require 
addition of large operands that involve long paths for carry propagation. The classical straightforward approach to 
build multiply accumulate units implements each part separately using individual functional blocks [1] and then 
cascade them to realize the complete operation. Another approach to speed up the operation implements both the 
multiplication and the accumulation operations within the same functional block by merging the accumulator with the 
multiplication circuit. Using tree architectures for the partial products reduction network represent an attractive 
solution that is frequently applied to speed up the multiplication process. Booth multiplication is used greatly to 
increase the speed of the multiplier by encoding the numbers that are multiplied This is a standard technique used in 
chip design and provides significant improvements over the long multiplication technique. In the conventional 
multiplier, the number of partial products to be added are determined by the number of bits the multiplier or 
multiplicand being used. The bigger the number of bits the multiplicand or the multiplier contain, the longer time it 
takes to produce the product. The delay of multiplier is determined largely by the number of partial products to be 
added. One of the most popular algorithms used to reduce the number of partial products is Booth Encoding multiplier. 
Booth Encoding multiplication is able to reduce the number of partial products being encoded to increase the speed of 
the binary multiplications. Radix-4 Booth Encoding multiplier reduces the number of partial products by half, N/2. [2] 
This is able to increase the time of compression and contribute to an increase in speed. [3] It was then taken a step 
further in this analysis by designing and synthesizing Radix-8 Booth Encoding multiplier, Radix-16 Booth Encoding 
multiplier and Radix-32 Booth Encoding multiplier to determine if the speed reduces or the area increases as the higher 
the radix-based multiplier designs are. The number of partial products reduces as the Radix-based Booth Encoding 
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multipliers increase higher. Radix-8 Booth Encoding multiplier will encounter a reduction of N/3 in the partial 
products while Radix-16 Booth Encoding multiplier reduces its number of partial product by N/4. Radix-32 Booth 
Encoding multiplier reduces the number of partial products even more by a reduction of N/5. The algorithm to produce 
the partial products gets a lot more complicated as the higher the Radix-based Booth Encoding multiplier. [4] Many 
researchers have attempted in designing MAC architecture with high speed and low power consumption. Elguibaly 
proposed a fast pipelined implementation to lower the MAC architecture’s critical delay [5]. Murakami et al.adopted 
the half array implementation to design a high-speed and area-effective MAC architecture [6]. Raghuneth et al. made 
use of a carry-save multiplier that can simplify sign extension and saturation, and further applies it on MAC 
architecture to reduce the unit’s area and power consumption [7]. While the abovementioned schemes may increase the 
computational performance or lower the power dissipation of MAC architectures, these schemes are applied on one 
type of MAC architecture instead of exploring the other types, which implies that there still is room to improve on a 
conventional MAC architecture. Li Hsun proposed a low-power Multiplication-Accumulation Computation (MAC) unit 
using the radix-4 Booth algorithm, by reducing its architectural complexity and minimizing the switching activities [8]. 
Kwon et al. developed a merged MAC unit based on fast 5:2 compressors instead of 3:2 and 4:2 compressors [9]. Fayed 
et al. proposed new data merging architecture for high speed multiply accumulate units [10, 11]. The architecture can 
be applied on binary trees constructed using 4:2 compressor circuits. Increasing the speed of operation is achieved by 
taking advantage of the available free input lines of the compressor circuits, which result from the natural 
parallelogram shape of the generated partial products and using the bits of the accumulated value to fill in these gaps. 
This results in merging the accumulation operation within the multiplication process. In this paper, we introduce a 
high speed and area-efficient merged Multiply Accumulate (MAC) Units. 

2. GENERAL CONSTRUCTION OF MAC UNIT  
The general construction of the MAC operation can be presented by this equation  
Ζ + × = B A Z 
Where the multiplier A and multiplicand B are assumed to have n bits each and the addend Z has (2n+1) bits. The 
basic MAC Unit is made up of a multiplier   and an accumulator as shown in Fig. 1.The multiplier can also be divided 
into the partial products generator, summation tree, and final adder. This construct leads to four basic blocks to 
implement. The summation network represents the core of the MAC unit. This block occupies most of the area and 
consumes most of the circuit power and delay. Several algorithms and architectures are developed in attempt to 
optimize the implementation of this bock. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Block diagram of the basic MAC Unit. 
The addition network reduces the number of partial products into two operands representing a sum and a carry.The 
final adder is then used to generate the multiplication result out of these two operands. The last block is the 
accumulator, which is required to perform a double precision addition operation between the multiplication result and 
the accumulated operand. This block required a very large adder due to the large operands size. This stage represents a 
bottleneck in the multiplication process in term of speed since it involves horizontal carry propagation. Tree 
architectures were proposed to improve the speed of the partial product addition [12] process by introducing 
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parallelism. The tree structure, which was first, introduced using 3-2 compressors suffer from irregular 
interconnections and is difficult to layout. It also results in high power consumption as a result of the capacitance 
introduced by large interconnections. A more regular structure is based upon binary trees construction using modified 
4-2 compressors. 
3. HIGHER RADIX-BASED BOOTH ENCODING MULTIPLIER 
Booth Encoding algorithm is one of the most well-known techniques used to reduce the number of partial products 
added while multiplying the multiplicand and the multiplier. [8] Reduction in the number of partial products relies 
upon the number of bits encoded. The algorithm of Radix-based Booth Encoding multipliers are explained below. Let A 
and B be two n-bit two's complement binary numbers where A represents the multiplicand and B represents the 
multiplier. A with 16 bits is represented as A15  A14  A13 ... A2  A1 A0  and B with 16 bits are represented as B15 
B14  B13 … B2  B1 B0. Both of the multiplicand and the multiplier are signed binary numbers in two’s complement 
form. The general equation for the Radix-based Booth Encoding multiplier is Product, P = A x B.  
A x B = {(Sn-1 x 2m(n-1)) + (Sn-2 x 2m(n-2) ) + (Sn-3 x 2m(n-3) ) + …................................ + (S2 x 2m(2) ) + (S1 x 

2m(1)) + (S0 x 2m(0))} (1) 
where Sk  for n-1<=k<=0, is a value that depends on the value of  B  and  can be determined  as  will  be explained  
next  while  n represents the number of bits in the multiplicand or the multiplier and m = 2, 3, 4, . 
Radix-based Booth Encoding multiplier is encoded using 2- bits which are represented as Ck and pairing with Sk to 
determine the partial product. The value of Sk is shown in Table 1 below for all the possible combinations values of a 
pair Ck. 

TABLE I.  COMBINATIONS OF Ck AND Sk FOR RADIX-2 BOOTH ENCODING MULTIPLIER 
 

CK SK 

00, 11 0 

01 +1 X MULTIPLICAND 

10 -1 X MULTIPLICAND 

The dot-notation of Radix-2 Booth Encoding multiplier can be represented in Figure 2 below.   
 

 
Figure 2: Dot notation of Radix-2 Booth Encoding multiplier. 

A collection of 3-bits are taken in one Ck for Radix-4 Booth Encoding multiplier. The number of partial products is 
reduced to half. The value of Sk for all the possible combinations of a pair Ck is changed as shown in Table 2. 

TABLE 2: COMBINATIONS OF Ck AND Sk FOR RADIX-4 BOOTH ENCODING MULTIPLIER 
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The dot-notation representation of the Radix-4 Booth Encoding multiplier can be seen in Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3: Dot diagram of Radix-4 Booth Encoding multiplier. 

 
(1)    α + β  = χ.  (1)  (1)  
      Radix-8 Booth Encoding multiplier uses 4-bit encoding scheme [9] to produce one third the number of partial 
products. All the possible combinations of a pair of Ck and the value of Sk to encode the partial products re as follow in 
Table 3. 
 

TABLE 3:  COMBINATIONS OF Ck AND Sk FOR RADIX-8 BOOTH ENCODING MULTIPLIER 
 

CK SK 

0000, 1111   0  

0001, 0010   +1 X MULTIPLICAND  

0011, 0100   +2 X MULTIPLICAND  

0101, 0110   +3 X MULTIPLICAND  

0111  +4 X MULTIPLICAND  

1000  -4 X MULTIPLICAND  

1001, 1010   -3 X MULTIPLICAND  

1011, 1100   -2 X MULTIPLICAND  

1101, 1110   -1 X MULTIPLICAND 

 
Figure 4 below displays the dot-notation of Radix-8 Booth Encoding multiplier. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Dot-notation of Radix-8 Booth Encoding multiplier. 
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This Radix-16 Booth Encoding multiplier uses 5-bit encoding scheme to produce one fourth number of partial products. 
The combinations of one pair of Ck which consist of 5-bits and Sk to encode Radix-16 Booth Encoding multiplier is 
shown in Table 4. 

 
TABLE 4: COMBINATIONS OF Ck AND Sk FOR RADIX-16 BOOTH ENCODING MULTIPLIER 

 

CK SK 

00000, 11111   0 

00001, 00010   +1 X MULTIPLICAND  

00011, 00100   +2 X MULTIPLICAND 

00101, 00110   +3 X MULTIPLICAND 

00111, 01000   +4 X MULTIPLICAND  

01001, 01010   +5 X MULTIPLICAND  

01011, 01100   +6 X MULTIPLICAND  

01101, 01110   +7 X MULTIPLICAND  

01111 +8 X MULTIPLICAND  

10000  -8 X MULTIPLICAND  

10001, 10010   -7 X MULTIPLICAND  

10011, 10100   -6 X MULTIPLICAND  

10101, 10110   -5 X MULTIPLICAND  

10111, 11000   -4 X MULTIPLICAND  

11001, 11010   -3 X MULTIPLICAND  

11011, 11100   -2 X MULTIPLICAND  

11101, 11110   -1 X MULTIPLICAND 

 
The dot-notation of Radix-16 Booth Encoding multiplier can be best represented as follow in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: Dot diagram of Radix-16 Booth Encoding multiplier 
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Radix-32 Booth Encoding multiplier [10] reduces the number of partial products to one fifth. Table 5 shows the 
combinations of one pair of Ck with the value of Sk. 

TABLE 5: COMBINATIONS OF Ck AND Sk FOR RADIX-16 BOOTH ENCODING MULTIPLIER 
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Figure 6 is a dot diagram representation of Radix-32 Booth Encoding multiplier 

4. METHODOLOGY 
The general steps of creating the Radix-based Booth Encoding multiplier are as shown in Figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7: Methodology of Radix-based algorithm 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
A. Area Comparison 
The best-case given by Area Optimized results showed that Radix-4 Booth Encoding multiplier outperformed the other 
Radix-based Booth Encoding multiplier and has the most area saving compared to the others. However, the area saving 
becomes less significant as the higher the Radix-based Booth Encoding multipliers reached. The area reduced to about 
44.95% from Radix-2 to Radix-4 Booth Encoding multiplier. The area then showed an increase of 49.10% from Radix-
4 to the Radix-8 multiplier design, a hike of 99.15% from Radix-8 to Radix-16 and an increment of 78.06% from 
Radix-16 to Radix-32. Figure 8 shows the area changes among Radix-based Booth Encoding multiplier in the Area-
Optimized mode. 
 

 
Figure 8: Area changes among Radix-based Booth Encoding multiplier in Area- Optimized mode. 

For the Speed-Optimized mode, the logic gate usage increased significantly compared to the Area Optimized mode 
settings. From Radix-2 to Radix-4 Booth Encoding multiplier, it resulted in a decrement of 50.22%, a continual 
increment up to 9.13% from Radix-4 to Radix-8 multiplier, 101.33% of increase shown in Radix-8 to Radix-16 
multiplier and finally an increase of 87.64% for Radix-16 to Radix-32 multiplier. The area gets bigger as higher the 
Radix-based Booth Encoding multipliers go because the partial products being computed gets more complicated along 
the way. Figure 9 below displays the changes in area among the Radix-based Booth Encoding multipliers in Speed-
Optimized mode. 

 
Figure 9: Area changes among Radix-based Booth Encoding multiplier in Speed- Optimized mode. 

In the Auto-Optimized mode, the time spent on synthesis effort is expected to be the least and it will produce a result 
identical in structure to the original HDL design. All the multiplier designs were comparatively very much the same to 
one another except for Radix-16 and Radix-32 Booth Encoding multiplier. From these findings, we were able to 
conclude that when a non-optimizing synthesis mode is used, it favors more towards an area-efficient output design. 

 
Figure 10: Area changes among Radix-based Booth Encoding multiplier in Auto-Optimized mode during synthesis. 

In all three modes, Radix-4 Booth Encoding multiplier has the best area performance. This reason is because more 
logic gates are needed as the number of Radix-based Booth Encoding increases as the encoding of the increasing 
number of bits to determine the partial products encoded gets more complicated. That is the main reason we can see an 
increase in Radix-8, Radix-16 and Radix-32 in terms of area performance. 
B. Delay Comparison 
In the Speed-Optimized mode, a delay decreased of 18.35ns occurred during the transaction between Radix-2 and 
Radix-4 Booth Encoding design when the multipliers were synthesized. The delay of the synthesized designs then 
slightly increased by 1.09ns from Radix-4 to Radix-8, experienced a hike up of 1.86ns from Radix-8 to Radix-16 and a 
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raised of 1.11ns from Radix-16 to Radix-32 Booth Encoding multiplier. Figure 11 shows the delay changes in the 
Speed-Optimized mode. 

 
 

Figure 11: Delay changes summarized in the Speed-Optimized mode. 
The results and findings were further compared between the area and delay parameters by computing AD and AD2  

using the values obtained from the previous section. The AD and AD2 parameters computed will be a great help in 
assisting the selection of the right applications of the multiplier designs in terms of a particular high speed or a limited 
area. With the computation of area and delay, the power consumption can be known. Table 8 below shows the 
parameter of AD and AD2  tabulated for the Radix-based Booth Encoding multipliers. 

TABLE 6: AD AND AD2 COMPUTED FOR RADIX-BASED BOOTH ENCODING DESIGNS IN ALL THREE 
MODES 

 

 
 

6. CONCULSION 
In this paper, five types of Radix-based Booth Encoding multiplier inclusive of Radix-2, Radix-4, Radix-8, Radix-16 
and Radix-32 Booth Encoding multipliers were designed using Verilog HDL, simulated in Modelsim and synthesized 
to compare the performance in terms of gate level logic and delay using 0.35-micron ASIC Design Kit standard cell 
library in Leonardo Spectrum. From the results computed, it is found that Radix-4 Booth Encoding multiplier has the 
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best speed advantage among the 32- bits Radix-based Booth Encoding designs studied here and it is the best-suited for 
high speed applications. The other higher Radix-based Booth Encoding designs such as Radix-8, Radix-16 and Radix-
32 shows a delay smaller than the Radix-2 but the delay increased when compared with the Radix-4 design. The gate 
level logic performance according to the synthesis results of the Radix-4 multiplier again has the lowest area 
constraints compared to Radix-2 Booth Encoding multiplier. However the gate level logic of Radix-8, Radix-16 and 
Radix-32 designs increased compared to Radix-4 Booth Encoding designs. Radix-4 and Radix-8 multiplier are the 
designs that show a lower area performance compared to the Radix-2 Booth Encoding multiplier. 
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